Ethical behaviour and government regulation important in marketing. A business be resistant to meeting its corporate social responsibilities. It is important for a business to control profit and equity ratios. The interdependence of finance and operations in a business Global communications business that is facing increased competition. Human resource strategies could be used to effectively manage downsizing factory workforce.

A factory manager is deciding the best order in which to complete task operations process is being carried out. The following is the correct sequence for an operations process: facilities - control - waste, material - design - product, information - services - improvement, human resource - planning - customers. An entitlement of Australia employees wage increases every year, cost of living wage increases, minimum employment standard new employment contracts every two years. A business develop industrial, marketing, production, selling. The strategy for a business to increase gross profit using cost centre, reduce fixed cost, minimise expenses, use sale and leave back.

The essential aspect of logistics undertaking skill audit checking the quality of all output, master role handling and packaging. The creation of a budget for real machinery. A manager builds relationships with shareholders employees and encourages their contribution to classroom.
Making in the workplace leadership, the global financial crisis (GFC) caused many businesses to reduce their employee numbers.